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Fair Trade is a trading partnership, based on dialogue,
transparency and respect, that seeks greater equity in
international trade.
It contributes to sustainable development by offering better trading conditions to, and securing the rights
of, marginalised producers and workers – especially in the South.
Fair Trade organisations, backed by consumers, are engaged actively in supporting producers, awareness
raising and in campaigning for changes in the rules and practice of conventional international trade.*)

Dear readers,
*) This definition of Fair Trade was agreed upon
in December 2001 by representatives of FLO
(Fair Labelling Organisation; www.fairtrade.
net), IFAT (International Fair Trade Organisation; www.ifat.org), NEWS! (Network of
European Worldshops; www.worldshops.org)
and EFTA (European Fair Trade Association;
www.eftafairtrade.org).

EZA Fairer Handel is Austria’s largest
Fair Trade import organisation, with
34 years of experience in this field.
EZA was founded in 1975, taking a
Dutch organisation as an example.
EZA’s shareholders are A3W Action
Third World Association (40%), and
the Catholic Men’s Movements of
Upper Austria (23.33%), Austria
(20%) and Innsbruck (16.67%).
EZA Fairer Handel GmbH
Wenger Straße 5
5203 Köstendorf
Phone +43 6216 20200
Fax +43 6216 20200 999
office@eza.cc · www.eza.cc

looking at the figures of the past business year you will realise that the pronounced upwards trend in sales of the years before has slowed down: to a sales increase by 2.1%.
Among other factors, this has been caused by a continued decline in general economic
activity as well as the euro’s weakness compared to the U.S. dollar. Nevertheless, last
year was again profitable.
Still, it is not enough to focus on sales figures and profits only: what counts is the larger
picture, and the people behind the figures. We have further expanded our cooperation
with our partners in Latin America, Africa, Asia and the Middle East: we have jointly
concluded successful projects; we have provided assistance in difficult situations; new
partners started to pursue Fair Trade practices; and we have learned more about the
living and working conditions of our partners. This does not always bring about an immediate growth in sales and it requires great commitment – but it is an essential basis
of what Fair Trade is about. Relations to partner organisations have to rest on a strong
foundation in order to be sustainable in the long run.
In the past business year we spent much time and effort on a product line which many
think one should rather keep away from because it is too risky and fast-moving for Fair
Trade: a fashion line. We ventured into this new field nevertheless. Clothing produced
under fair conditions should be a matter of course, but this is not at all the case. At
present, textile workers in Bangladesh are protesting in the streets because employers
refuse to grant them a government-backed rise in minimum wages. These workers
produce garments for international clothing companies. The sum in question is 34
euros a month, which is not enough by far to make ends meet. Clashes with the police
have already resulted in casualties among the workers. Taking to the streets and risking
one’s life for wages that are not enough to survive: that’s the downside of fashion. For
this reason we do not want to keep our hands off fashion but rather find alternatives
to change this situation.
Yours,

A n d r e a S ch l e h u b e r
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Worldshops Conference
Around 120 participants took part in the nationwide Worldshops Conference held at Salzburg’s Brunauerzentrum from 18 to 20 September 2009. EZA organised an information day for the participants,
as a preparation for the upcoming focal country campaign on Mexico. In spring 2009 a group of 20
EZA and worldshop staff had taken part in the traditional EZA study trip to Fair Trade partner organisations, visiting small farmers’ cooperatives in Chiapas in the south of Mexico. Their impressions
of Mexico were a starting point for the conference and for communicating their experience to the
worldshop movement.
Christof Parnreiter, Professor at the Department of Economic Geography at the University of Hamburg,
Germany, gave a lecture on the present economic, political and social situation in Mexico, which,
in his opinion, is indeed critical. Mexico’s signing the NAFTA Free Trade Agreement in 1994 has
aggravated social inequality. The agricultural sector is oriented towards cash crops and not staple
foods. According to FAO, Mexico has to import between 50% and 100% of its daily demand for calories, including maize and wheat. Food security has been decreasing. In spite of booming exports
of certain mass-produced goods, the manufacturing industry is stagnating, and informal employment has seen a strong rise, paralleled by a dramatic development regarding wages: from 1980 to
2005, the real income of workers went down by an incredible 67%. Furthermore, wars among rival
drug cartels triggered political destabilisation and an increasing militarisation in Mexico.
Then the perspective of Mexico’s small farmers was presented by Gregorio Méndez Moreno from the
Tiemelonlá Nich K Lum cooperative and Hugo Roblero Gordillo from the FIECH small farmers’ association, whose members produce organic coffee for EZA. They gave an impressing description of
the work in the cooperatives, the importance of fair trade relations and organic farming, and what
the members of the cooperatives have achieved for themselves and their families – but also of the
challenges that their organisations are facing. During the afternoon workshops, the themes outlined
in the papers were discussed in more detail.
As coffee was in the limelight on this day of the conference, Franz Denk, in charge of EZA’s coffee purchases, and Nicolas Franze, coffee ‘sommelier’, shared further interesting information: the
points that Franz Denk explained were practical aspects of his daily work: what do coffee contracts
look like? What do they regulate? How are prices fixed and by whom? How do you ensure that sufficient quantities of coffee in good quality are available at all times? Nicolas Franze in turn focused
on the variety of tastes that coffee may have and different ways of making coffee. To round off the
day, the evening programme featured a traditional mariachi band performing música mexicána.



Café Orgánico makes you
familiar with the lives of small
coffee farmers in Mexico,
and their worries about the
future of their children and of
Mother Earth.
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Film
The Worldshops Conference saw the presentation of the short film Kaffee und Tortilla. From the material gathered by Manfred Wimmer in Mexico, a short documentary had been produced in cooperation with EZA. It paints a vivid picture of the lives and work of coffee farmers that have joined
the Tiemelonla Nich K Lum and Fiech cooperatives. The film is available to rent at EZA as a DVD,
and you can watch it as a live stream on EZA’s website.

Country focus
The focal country of this year was Mexico, and in particular the situation of small coffee farmers was
highlighted. EZA contributed to the worldshops’ activities by holding a preparatory information
day at the Worldshop Conference, providing a package of materials and organising a tour for the
two guests from Chiapas: Gregorio Mendez Moreno and Hugo Roblero Gordillo. They went to St.
Johann/Tyrol, Salzburg, Weng, Braunau, Steyr, Freistadt, Amstetten, Krems, St. Pölten, Mistelbach,
Hollabrunn, Stammersdorf, Gleisdorf, Jennersdorf, Güssing and Vienna to talk about their work in
the cooperatives. A visit to Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia, was also part of the tour. Again, the
worldshops proved excellent cooperation partners whose commitment and kindliness deeply impressed the two guests from Mexico.

natürlichFAIR newsletter 02/2009
The autumn issue of the natürlichFAIR newsletter also discussed the focal country of Mexico and
provided further information on the people behind Café Orgánico. In addition it included articles
about India, the origins of the new Orissa coffee speciality, and EZA’s first product to be awarded the G.O.T.S. label: home textiles made from FAIRTRADE-certified organic cotton produced by
EZA’s new partner, Rajlakshmi. In addition, new autumn and winter alpaca knitwear and cotton
jersey garments were presented. Finally author Christian Felber explained the model of democratic
banks as an alternative to liberalised financial markets.

Study trip to Mauritius
In spring 2010 the annual journey to EZA’s partner organisations took place. This year the destination
was the island of Mauritius in the Indian Ocean, where EZA’s partner Craft Aid has its headquarters. Craft Aid is a socially committed enterprise which has been a partner of EZA since 2005 and
produces clothes made from FAIRTRADE-certified organic cotton, which in 2010 were awarded
Photos: EZA/jd, Gerti Eilmannsberger

Meeting producers in person
– a lively exchange across
continents

Walter Scharler, organic
farmer at Gleisdorf, Austria,
offering his chillies to
Gregorio Mendez Moreno
from Chiapas, Mexico.
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How can you say, ‘I won’t waste paper because
trees have to be felled for it – but I don’t care
about adequate wages for workers?
Reeaz Chuttoo, chemical, manufacturing and connected trades employees’ union, Mauritius

the G.O.T.S. label. Craft Aid showed extraordinary openness to its guests, 20 EZA and worldshop
staff, a representative of the Südwind development policy association from Upper Austria and his
colleague from a network in Poland. We were able to see the entire production process from cutting
to the finished garments and thus had direct contacts to workers in the individual departments. In
addition, Craft Aid organised a plant tour of cloth supplier RT Knits and introduced us to trade
unionists who explained which work conditions are typical of the textile industry of Mauritius. We
learned that also in Mauritius one cannot expect labour rights to be respected – and that enterprises
such as Craft Aid are all the more invaluable as good practice models, where the most important
goal is not to make as much profit as possible but to ensure fair working conditions for the entire
staff.

Textiles seminar
EZA organised a seminar primarily addressing worldshop workers, which focused on the production of
textiles and clothing. Damien Sanfilippo from FAIRTRADE Labelling Organizations International
of Bonn, Germany, explained the background of the quality label for FAIRTRADE-certified cotton
and outlined the current discussion on the development of Fair Trade criteria for the entire supply
chain. Simone Hueber of the Swiss IMO Institute of Market Ecology gave an overview of the criteria of the Global Organic Textile Standard (G.O.T.S.) Michaela Knieli, eco-consultant from Vienna,
provided information on chemicals in our clothing. Franziska Schardinger-Gruber from the Lentia
fashion school in Linz communicated basic knowhow on the natural fibres of cotton, linen and silk;
and Andrea Schlehuber and Andrea Reitinger from EZA shared their impressions of their journeys
to clothes and cotton producers in Mauritius and India. Around 90 people took part in the seminar,
among them also representatives of the Clean Clothes campaign and the Göttin des Glücks designer
group, with whom EZA has cooperated since 2007.

Fair fashion
The 2010 spring collection again widened EZA’s range of fair fashion garments. The cooperation with
the Göttin des Glücks designers was continued, and in addition EZA presented its own spring
collection produced by partners in Mauritius, India and Vietnam. As a special highlight, the cotton
jersey collection was the first to be awarded the G.O.T.S. label for meeting high ecological standards
along the entire production chain, in addition to the label for FAIRTRADE-certified cotton.

natürlichFAIR newsletter
The spring issue of our newsletter focused on EZA’s new fair fashion line, including a preliminary report on the journey to Craft Aid and a portrait of textile worker Shila Verararghoven, to answer the
question: who actually makes our clothes? Rajlakshmi, our young partner organisation from India,
was presented to the readers, as were Sasha, India, and Craft Link, Vietnam, our long-standing


Ensuring that clothes are
produced in a socially and
ecologically sound way is a
complex undertaking that
poses numerous challenges.
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trade partners who also contributed to the 2010 spring collection. Other articles dealt with the
themes of natural cosmetics, new Mascao chocolates as well as a report by Birgit Calix, who had
travelled to producers of olive oil in Israel for the purpose of monitoring.

Voices from the South
EZA’s programme of public events at its headquarters now also includes information evenings under
the slogan of Voices from the South. It is an opportunity for representatives of our partner organisations to present their activities and respond to questions by their audience. The first of them was
Eimar Velazquez of EZA’s long-time partner ISMAM, Mexico, who had come to Austria for a speakers’ tour organised by Südwind. He talked about the current situation in the world coffee market
and the enormous demand for Central American and especially Mexican coffee, which has led to
an unprecedented surge in prices and posed new challenges to the cooperatives: they are directly
competing with aggressive wholesale buyers who promise immediate high payments, which tempts a number of farmers not to deliver coffee to their cooperatives but to sell it to intermediate dealers. Cooperatives and Fair Trade importers have to meet this challenge, the former by maintaining
strong ties among the group and expanding production, the latter by paying attractive prices.

EZA – a good practice example of Fair Trade
Fair Trade as practised by EZA continues to meet with great interest. In the reporting period, 19 groups
of adults, a total of approximately 420 people, and 32 groups of students, totalling around 670,
visited EZA’s headquarters at Weng/Köstendorf to learn more about EZA’s form of trade and the
high ecological standards of this building. In addition, training events for multipliers of the Biofair
Breakfast and Snack model were held (see also Chapter 6).

Photos: EZA/Manfred Wimmer, Gerti Eilmannsberger

Beyond good taste and great
design: EZA’s newsletter
also covers the social and
ecological quality of our
products.



At the sewing department of Craft Aid
in Mauritius the rights and needs of
workers are respected.
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By 30 June 2010, EZA cooperated with 163 partner organisations in Latin America, Africa, Asia and
the Middle East. For an overview of their forms of organisation and activities as well as the advantages that Fair Trade has for EZA’s partners please visit our website, where you find portraits of each
of the 163 partner organisations as well as reports about recent mutual visits.
Regarding food, we continue to give priority to the support of small-scale farming structures. Products
that come from plantations are an exception, and only a number of organic black and green tea
brands are plantation products. Here our policy is to ensure that the tea pickers and workers may
profit from the advantages of Fair Trade and that labour rights as well as their right to take participate in decision-making are respected.
In the case of handicrafts our partners may be small groups of craftspeople as well as socially committed marketing organisations which in turn cooperate with workshops or groups of producers.
EZA’s partner organisations in the fair fashion sector are diverse as well: for instance, the lives and
production conditions of alpaca wool knitters in Bolivia and Peru strongly differ from those of
seamstresses who produce clothes made from FAIRTRADE-certified organic cotton in Mauritius or
India. What the organisations and enterprises behind the workers have in common is their endeavour to produce goods under fair conditions, without exploitation of employees. EZA helps them
meet this goal, through intensive, direct trading relations that are oriented towards long-term cooperation, fair prices, advance payment, consultancy with regard to design, information on market
requirements and further training in Fair Trade matters where needed.

Direct trade relations
We buy 99% of our handicrafts and 100% of our fair fashion directly from our trading partners. Trade
in foodstuffs is characterised by a more pronounced division of labour and specialisation among
the enterprises cooperating in the European Fair Trade Association. A share of 60% of our food is
direct imports and the rest is supplied by other Fair Trade importers that buy goods also on behalf of
EZA, or the production is coordinated in Europe, e.g., in the case of chocolate. EZA in turn imports
certain handicrafts and fair fashion products for other European partners. A central aspect here is to
ensure transparent structures from the start of the production chain to the retail shop and that the
producers at the other end of the chain profit from the Fair Trade relations.

Exchange visits
The visits by our partners from the South and journeys by EZA workers to partner organisations are
of vital importance for maintaining our trading partnerships. Direct contacts are opportunities for
exchange and discussions that help us advance our Fair Trade relations.


The number of people
who profit from Fair
Trade with EZA has
grown further.
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We live in different worlds, that’s true. But we
aren’t separated. We are connected to each other.
Gregorio Mendez Moreno, Tiemelonlá Nich K Lum, Mexico

In the reporting period, EZA staff visited approximately 40 (existing and potential) partner organisations in 13 countries.
Meeting producers in
person helps consolidate
our trading partnership
and stimulates further
development.

This year’s journey to our coffee-producing partners in Mexico again illustrated the difficult conditions
under which they are living and working: over the last three years, the prices for staple foods have
risen by around 50%. Therefore it has been a welcome development for the producers that their income from coffee farming has risen as well. We visited the following organisations (coffee farmers’
cooperatives, coffee processing enterprises and certification organisations): FIECH, ISMAM, Paluchen, Redcafés, Tiemenlonlá, UCIRI, Yeni Navan, 21 de Septiembre, Más Café, Juan Sabines, Tzijib
Babi, POSI, CIRSA as well as the Certimex certification organisation in Mexico. In Guatemala, we
met members of Cecapro, Guaya’b and Fedecocagua.
Another journey took us to South Africa, to producers of rooibos tea and honey bush tea, as well as
to Sri Lanka, to the organisations Podie and Bio Foods, producers of tea and spices. Here we also
discussed plans to start a tea line that will be produced locally by small farmers – with a very
promising outlook.
The handicraft and fair fashion producers that EZA visited included Movimiento Indígena Monimbó
in Nicaragua; UCA Ruffati and Cooperativa Semilla de Dios in El Salvador; CRC, EMA, Sasha and
Rajlakshmi Cotton Mills in India; Pekerti in Indonesia; Saffy in the Philippines; and Craft Aid in
Mauritius. In order to get to know the entire production chain of our cotton textiles, starting from
the cotton field, we accompanied Craft Aid managers who went to India, which gave us more insight into the situation of cotton farmers as well as cotton-processing enterprises.
Invited by our partner organisation Allpa in Peru, an EZA representative also visited the Moda Peru
fashion fair in Lima. This trip was funded by Peru’s chamber of commerce. During our stay in Peru,
we also visited CIAP.
In addition, we travelled to several partner organisations in the context of evaluation activities and
for providing assistance (see below).
Dazu kamen Reisen zum Zweck der Evaluierung und Begleitung diverser Partnerorganistionen, die im
Berichtszeitraum weiter ausgebaut werden konnten. (siehe Seite 10)

Fair networks
EZA is an active member of two large Fair Trade networks: the European Fair Trade Association
(EFTA) and the World Fair Trade Association (WFTO). In the reporting period, we again contribut

Photo: EZA

Keltouma Zaitouni from
Targanine, Morocco,
gave a glimpse of
Berber culture, and
told us more about the
production of rare argan
oil and the work of the
women’s network.
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ed to the further advancement of the philosophy of Fair Trade, its criteria, monitoring, evaluation
and standardisation.
At present, it is primarily the handicrafts organisations among our partners that are members of the
WFTO. A share of 60% of EZA’s handicrafts partners are part of this network.

Support, assistance, consulting and evaluation
Working with trading
partners goes far beyond
purchasing of products.

As a member of the European Fair Trade Association, EZA also takes part in the EFTA monitoring
group. In order to avoid unnecessary duplications of activities by both producers and importers, the
EFTA monitoring group also shares experience and input in order to facilitate the work of WFTO.
The evaluation system that has been drawn up will now be implemented, step by step, in cooperation with our partner organisations. The primary goals here are to ensure the adoption of the 10
Fair Trade standards (see www.eza.cc), to organise workshops with producers as well as to prepare
plans of action, based on cooperation and discussion as partners. The results of this process will be
made available to all EFTA members.
The reporting period saw five evaluations in three countries carried out by, or on behalf of, EZA.
The organisations that were evaluated and received assistance in this context include Yuri Enga
(baskets and shea butter) and Kalangu (musical instruments) in Ghana; Copavic (a cooperatively
managed glass-blowing enterprise) and Pop Atziak (association of producers of hammocks and
other textile products) in Guatemala; and Sindyanna (olive oil and za’atar) in Galilee in the north
of Israel.
In addition, a workshop on Fair Trade and its basic principles was organised for EZA’s new partner
organisation Coproca/Awayu (alpaca knitwear) in Bolivia, and we visited our partner Jilata (alpaca
knitwear, Bolivia) to help resolve structural problems on the spot. The stay in Bolivia also was an
opportunity to meet the organisations Señor de Mayo and Q’antati (producers of alpaca knitwear).
Two representatives of our Moroccan partner Targanine (argan oil) were invited to a one-week stay in
Austria to consolidate our new trading partnership. The main themes on the agenda were information on Fair Trade as well as an exchange of expectations.
Product-oriented consulting and assistance has also played a prominent role in the contacts with our
partners: for instance, EZA is taking part in an EFTA pilot project on environmentally sound tanning of leather, which will be used by the producers of leather bags of the CRC marketing organisation in India. The objective of our assistance is to improve the ecological and social conditions
regarding the supply of raw materials.
We also assisted Yuri Enga, a producers’ organisation in Ghana which sells baskets as well as shea
butter for EZA’s line of natural cosmetics, in order to obtain organic certification. EZA took over
most of the cost of certification. Yuri Enga has thus been able to improve its market position also
vis-à-vis other customers.
Similarly Craft Aid, our textile partner in Mauritius, encouraged by EZA, was able to offer its first
G.O.T.S. certified clothing collection in spring 2010. Certification according to the Global Organic
Textile Standard has already met with interest also among other customers of Craft Aid.

Visits by partner organisations
In the reporting year, visitors from 17 organisations in ten different countries came to see EZA, for instance, COFTA, a network of African producers and African Regional Chapter for WFTO:
Ram Ramasamy (SIPA, India), Swapna Dash (EMA, India), Gregorio M. Moreno (Tiemelonla Nich
Klum, Mexico), Hugo Roblero (FIECH, Mexico), Fred Masinde (Undugu Society, Kenya), Ruth Sal10
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ditos (PFTC, Philippines), Diana & Lucas Caldeira, Joaquim Mascarenhay & Ivan Carvalho (Asha,
India), Gabriel Kamudu (Craft Aid, Mauritius), Keltouma Zaitouni & Jawad Hajir (Targanine, Morocco), Alexandra Farrington-Schomburg (COFTA), Dawn Perosino (Inspirations of Africa, South
Africa), Sunil Chitrakar (Mahaguthi Craft, Nepal), Orlando & Jano Vásquez (Raymisa, Peru), Cirilo
Huanca, Freddy Percal, Vicente Ouslati (Jilata, Bolivia), Paty Cáceres & Sebastian Caballero (COPROCA – AWAYU, Bolivia), Meera Bhattarai and Revita Shrestha (ACP, Nepal), Eimar Velásquez
(ISMAM, Mexico).

New partner organisations
The reporting period saw an increase to 163 of the number of organisations with whom EZA is cooperating. Our partners’ committee decides whether a cooperation with a new organisation should be
initiated or not.
Our new partners include the Wupperthal Original Rooibos Cooperative (rooibos tea, South Africa), successor of the Wupperthal Small Farmers Association, which closed down last year; Permata Gayo Cooperative (organic coffee, Indonesia); COCABO (organic cocoa, Panama); ACAWAS
& UNCRISPROCA (organic cocoa, Nicaragua); Mifruta (raisins, Chile); Gebana Afrique (dried mangos, Burkina Faso); SETRAPAL (dried pineapples, Togo); South Organic (dates, Tunisia); Coproca/Awayu (alpaca knitwear, Bolivia); as well as three handicrafts organisations in South Africa:
AMWA (bags and occasional furniture); Inspiration of Africa (candles); and Wola Nani Embrace
(papier-mâché products).

The FAIRTRADE label: ensuring external control

Photos: EZA Golser/gw/im

EZA has been a licensee of the FAIRTRADE label since the establishment of this initiative in Austria
in 1993. The external control of the Fair Trade criteria is ensured by FLO, an independent international Fair Trade labelling organisation. The label is only awarded to products for which FAIRTRADE standards have already been defined and which come from partner organisations that have been
included in the international producers’ registry of the Fair Labelling Organisation. 80 out of EZA’s
98 food partners have been entered in this registry. For handicrafts, no FAIRTRADE label exists
– with two exceptions: footballs from FAIRTRADE-certified producers, and the cotton from India
that is used for the garments produced in Mauritius.

Old car tyres: the raw material
which the UCA Ruffati workers
in El Salvador use for producing
recycling bags.
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More than half of our
new partners come from
Africa.
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Unsere KundenInnen
Das ist Blindtext und sollte die Subline sein.

Our clients
Worldshops
The worldshops accounted for a turnover of almost EUR 5.4 million, which is an increase by 1.8% as
against the previous year. The worldshops continue to be EZA’s largest group of customers, with a
share in total sales of 37.7%.
The shops specialising in Fair Trade were able to brave the economic crisis. None of the shops had
to close in the reporting period, on the contrary: several of them moved to new locations, and they
organised numerous events, thus showing vigorous signs of live. Although some shops do face
structural difficulties, there is hope that proactive crisis management and consulting will considerably improve the situation and help them recover in the next business year.
Many activities were launched in close cooperation between the worldshops and EZA, such as the tour
through Austria in autumn 2009 of two coffee farmers’ representatives from Mexico (see Chapter
1) and special offers at the turn of the year as well as on the occasion of the FIFA World Cup in
South Africa, for which an organic rice-and-honeybush beer brand was created, which was very
well received.
The fair fashion product line has grown further: EZA organised a well-attended textiles seminar in
order to enhance the shop assistants’ specialised knowhow on this complex matter. The Worldshop
Day, run under the slogan of Fair Trade – That’s My Style, also attracted much attention by the
media. The campaign T-shirt, made from FAIRTRADE-certified organic cotton, came from EZA’s
partner Craft Aid in Mauritius. Numerous activities took place to promote fair fashion and underline its significance in the product range.

Grocery retailers
EZA’s products: available in
a rising number of shops.

EZA’s sales to grocery retailers saw a growth by 8.3%, to almost EUR 3.9 million. As in the year before,
the main product here was coffee, accounting for a sales volume of EUR 2.2 million. Chocolate sales
also rose as new products were introduced. The main reasons for EZA’s growing importance among
this group of customers include the committed assistance on the spot by our field workers as well
as numerous tastings in shops and at fairs. The activities undertaken by the FAIRTRADE labelling
organisations have also proved invaluable for the further consolidation of Fair Trade in the grocery
retail industry.
At present, the following grocery retailers are selling EZA products: Interspar, Eurospar, SPAR supermarkets, Spar Gourmet, Spar groceries, Merkur, Billa, Adeg, dm drugstores, M-Preis, Kastner Nah
und Frisch, Pfeiffer Nah und Frisch, Maximarkt, Winkler, Sutterlüty, Unimarkt, Prokaufland, Tabor,
Wellas Park, Wedl Nah und Frisch, Betten Reiter, Konsum Salzkammergut, Greinöckler&Willibald,
Hörtnagl and OMV Viva Shops. EZA’s products are also available at C+C Kastner and Pfeiffer C+C
supermarkets.
12
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Resellers
This group of customers primarily includes organic food shops and distributors that supply specialised
organic food shops with a number of products from several enterprises. A small growth in turnover
by 1.6% was achieved, resulting from increased sales to retailers and declines in sales to distributors.
Fair Trade of organic products combines two essential quality factors. In order to communicate these
special features also in direct contacts to customers, it was of particular concern to us to start training events on the idea of Fair Trade that address the staff of organic food shops. Cooperating with
Bio-Austria, EZA prepared a two-day training module (Fair Loves Organic), which was held twice
in the reporting period. As the training module met with much interest and were well attended,
EZA and Bio-Austria decided to run the module regularly twice a year.
In addition we have attracted a number of resellers who, apart from foodstuffs, buy our handicrafts
as well. This is a field with prospects of further expansion.

EZA Worldshops
EZA owns three worldshops: in Salzburg and in Vienna’s 1st and 8th districts. They continue to among
the top sellers of Austria’s worldshops. Their sales to final customers totalled almost EUR 1.3 million, with 70% accounted for by handicrafts and fair fashion.

Turnover by distribution channel
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Use of Fair Trade
products has direct
effects.

Two anniversaries were celebrated in the reporting period: in September 2009 EZA’s shop in the 8th
district of Vienna gave a party for its 20th birthday: a fine multi-cultural event at Vienna’s Museum
of Folk Life and Folk Art. May 2010 saw the 30th anniversary of the EZA worldshop in Salzburg – a
good occasion to invite regular customers and passers-by to join in a street party with live music.

Institutions
This group of customers includes private associations and public agencies, educational organisations,
offices and hospitals. Regrettably the difficult general situation of Austria’s economy increased
tendencies to turn to lower-priced goods and thus resulted in a decline in particular in the sales of
coffee. On the other hand, EZA continued its excellent cooperation with the Catholic organisation
Missio in the context of its youth action, and the Carol Singing Campaign of the Catholic Children’s
Movement – which account for major shares in sales to institutional customers. Overall, our sales
to this group remained at the level of the previous year.

Action groups
Action groups are customers who sell our products in the context of voluntary work at bazaars. Here,
sales have markedly gone down, by 7.9%. This trend has already shown for several years, and has
two main reasons: many action groups now buy their goods directly from local worldshops, and
a number of groups were dissolved because our products have become available in an increasing
number of supermarkets.

Final consumers
EZA’s sales to final consumers developed very favourably, showing an increase by 19.9% and thus
continuing the trend of the year before. These customers primarily live around our headquarters
at Köstendorf. EZA’s good integration in this region has thus shown positive results, as has the
philosophy of an open house, where the widest range of Fair Trade products is offered and where
information on the practice of Fair Trade is available as well.

Europe and the European Union
The corresponding figures relate to our purchasing cooperation with other European partner organisations that obtain their fair fashion and handicraft products through EZA. Even though the sales margins are small in this field, they still help us reduce relative fixed costs. The figures of the previous
year included purchases by the national office of Gepa, our partner in Germany, but as Gepa now
purchases its goods directly again, a decline by 11.8% shows in this category. On the other hand,
EZA’s collaboration with Gepa’s regional office in Bavaria has been expanded. In addition to joint
presentations in Fair Trade fairs and a fashion show at Gepa’s regional office, EZA also took part in
an open space conference for worldshops in Bavaria to share experience from Austria.
In Slovenia, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Bulgaria, EZA intensified already existing contacts to
organisations that promote the idea of Fair Trade. Our Fair Trade partner in Hungary continues to
grapple with the difficult national situation, however.
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Our products

Coffee

Coffee continues to be EZA’ most important product, accounting for a share in total sales of 31.6%. In
the past business year, the corresponding sales volume went up by 3.6%, primarily resulting from
increases in the group of grocery retailers.
The greatest growth was accounted for by Café Orgánico, but EZA’s other coffee brands also showed
solid increases. The line of coffee specialities, in addition to Abessa coffee from Ethiopia and Kembali from Sumatra, now also includes a speciality from India: Orissa.
In the past business year a total of 554 tons of roasted coffee was sold, 95% of which was organic
coffee. This corresponds to about 50% of FAIRTRADE-certified coffee sold in Austria.

Chocolate
A total of 17.0% of our overall sales was made with chocolate, which is an increase by 15.2% as against
the year before. The organic chocolate brands Mascao and Sonrisa, the Fairetta bars and chocolate
snacks were especially popular. Eight new Mascao chocolates were introduced, including exotic
flavours such as baobab and special chocolates for people suffering from lactose intolerance. As in
the year before, the world market prices for cocoa, and in particular FAIRTRADE-certified organic
cocoa, showed a noticeable rise. Therefore part of the increase in prices, from which our cocoa
partner organisations are directly profiting, had to be passed on to our final customers. Still, the
reporting period saw a promising rise also in quantities sold.

Other foodstuffs
This group of products showed a mild reduction in sales, by 2.0%. Positive developments especially
of cocoa, bread spreads and sugar were paralleled by declines regarding dried fruit, honey and
tea. The latter, in part, was due to external factors beyond EZA’s control: for instance, a bush fire
destroyed the entire honey bush harvest of our partner organisation in South Africa.
The newly introduced products in this group include Cocoba, an organic nut truffle spread, macadamia nuts from Kenya, organic rice vinegar from Thailand and exotic Ishpink Lemon verbena
tea from Ecuador’s Amazon region.

Cosmetics
This group of products, apart from EZA’s newest line, i.e., BDIH-certified natural cosmetics, also
includes soap and plant-based hair dyes. The natural cosmetics are made from high-quality raw
materials, the majority of which is organically grown. Eight partner organisations in Latin America, Africa and Asia contribute to the cosmetics, which are produced in Austria. After a change in
manufacturers in January 2010, a number of products have been optimised and more specifically
adapted to different skin types. In February 2010 EZA presented its cosmetics at the Vivaness
specialised fair in Nuremberg, which takes place annually in the context of the organic fair, whose
visitors greatly appreciated the high quality of our products. In the reporting period, the natural
cosmetics line was complemented by a further product: cosmetic argan oil provided by Targanine,
our partner organisation in Morocco.
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Fair fashion
Fair fashion is getting
more and more popular.

Fair fashion primarily comprises clothing (made from organic cotton, alpaca knitwear, linen and silk)
but also jewellery and bags. By now the fair fashion segment, with a turnover of EUR 2.3 million,
accounts for 16.4% of EZA’s total sales. The decline in the reporting period was caused by a reduction in jewellery sales, while clothing continued to show a considerable rise. EZA’s presence at
Innatex, an international natural textiles fair held in Germany, as well as in Wear Fair, a fair specialising in socially and ecologically sound garments taking place in Linz, Upper Austria, provided
opportunities for a greater public to get familiar with EZA’s products.
Apart from the excellent cooperation with the Göttin des Glücks designer group, we were also
able to develop our own collection, thus further widening the range of fair fashion garments, e.g.,
clothing made from FAIRTRADE-certified organic cotton, which is the first of our products to
be awarded the G.O.T.S. label for products that meet high-level environmental criteria along the
entire supply chain.

Handicrafts
This group of products includes home decoration goods, gifts and musical instruments, among others.
In the past business year, a share of 11.1% of total sales was accounted for by handicrafts, which is
a mild decline by 2.8%, primarily resulting from the absence of exports to Gepa, our partner organisation in Germany. This, in part, was offset by a 6% increase in the Austrian market.

Sales by product category:
EZA’s turnover is accounted for by the following
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Fair n e t w o rks

EZA is a member of the Austrian Global Responsibility Association, an umbrella organisation that represents the national and international interests of Austrian NGOs in the areas of development cooperation, development policy work in Austria, humanitarian aid as well as sustainable global, economic,
social and ecological development.
EZA participates in Austria’s Fair Trade Forum of stakeholders that are especially committed to the
idea of Fair Trade. On behalf of the Forum, the development association KommEnt organised an
expert meeting in Salzburg where the current development of Fair Trade was discussed from the perspective of the major European and international networks (WFTO, EFTA and FLO).
As a licensee of the FAIRTRADE label, EZA was again able to widen its range of certified products in
the reporting period. At international level, EZA took part in the FLO consultation processes aimed
at the advancement of FAIRTRADE standards in the textiles and clothing sectors as well as regarding
minimum prices, traceability of products and combination products.
Since 2001 EZA has been a member of the Climate Alliance. Protecting our climate and using natural resources sensibly is an essential principle of our work. This approach is also reflected in our products:
the share of organic goods has grown further, and for the first time clothing produced according to the
Global Organic Textile Standard has been offered. We practise this principle also in our headquarters,
a low-energy building with an environmentally sound heating system; we use eco electricity, many
information materials are printed in a climate-neutral way, and we transport goods by railway wherever possible.
In the past business year the Austrian Worldshop Association, the umbrella organisation of Austria’s
worldshops, received 1.5% of the annual sales revenues that EZA earned through sales of to the
worldshops, in order to consolidate the worldshop system. In the context of a training programme of
the Fair Trade Academy, EZA shared its expert knowhow in the fields of value added by Fair Trade as
well as cooperation with, and assistance to, partner organisations in the South.
In the context of the Biofair Breakfast and Snack project, EZA collaborated with Bio-Austria Salzburg,
the Welthaus organisations, EZA’s shareholder A3W and the Südwind Salzburg association to organise a seminar on organic farming and Fair Trade for the target group of multipliers.
As a member of EFTA, the European Fair Trade Association of 11 alternative trading organisation in nine
European countries, EZA contributed to the funding for the advocacy post in Brussels of the three large Fair Trade networks (EFTA,WFTO and FLO) in order to promote Fair Trade matters also at the level
of the European Union. EZA took part in monitoring meetings (see Chapter 2), as well as meetings of
general managers and staff in charge of purchasing products, and we organised a European meeting
of worldshop assistants taking place in Vienna.

www.bio-austria.at
www.eftafairtrade.org
www.fairtrade.at
www.globaleverantwortung.at
www.wfto.com
www.klimabuendnis.at
www.suedwindsalzburg.at

In the context of the World Fair Trade Organisation (WFTO), an international network that at present has
around 380 members all over the world (mostly importers, producers’ organisations and worldshop
umbrella organisations) EZA played an active part in the discussion and advancement of the monitoring system (Sustainable Fair Trade Management System).
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www.suedwind-agentur.at
www.weltlaeden.at
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Assets

EZA’s business year
covers the period from
1 July 2009 to 30 June
2010

Fixed assets were reduced by the depreciation of EZA’s distribution centre. The increase in inventories,
by 18%, compared to the year before is due to higher commodity prices, especially of coffee, cocoa
and rice, as well as the need for higher quantities in stock in order to ensure supply capability. As a
consequence, both current assets and the balance sheet total rose. In sum, assets increased by 5%.

Liabilities
The net income of EUR 14 449 in the business year 2009/10 led to an increase in cumulative income
to EUR 1 083 532. The rise in provisions results from anniversary bonuses. On the liabilities side,
the increase in assets is paralleled by an increase primarily in small loans, from EUR 2.27 million
to EUR 2.87 million, while due to banks went down. Because of the small net income, the capital
stock-to-assets ratio was reduced from 17.5% to 16.8%.

Income statement
Sales revenues rose by 2.1%, to EUR 13 952 264. The increase in other operating income results
from withdrawal of valuation adjustment of receivables. Sales input (+1.2%) grew less than the rise
in sales volume. However, if value adjustment of inventories, because of higher world market prices
of coffee at the balance date, is taken into account, the rise in income turns out to be below the rise
in sales volume. In fact, we faced another reduction in margins, as in the year before, as purchasing
prices paid to producers and exchange rates for U.S. dollars and Swiss francs continued to be high.
In view of the difficult economic situation, these two price increases could not fully be passed on
to customers in the form of higher selling prices.
Personnel expenses rose by 6.2%, which is greater than the rise in sales volume, because the distribution network was further expanded in a time of hotly contested sales markets. The rental costs item
includes all costs for rent and lease. Because of the difficult economic situation, we intensified our
activities to promote sales. This was paralleled by further investments in the advancement of the
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a n n u a l s t at e m e n t

Fair Trade in handicrafts is an
expression of cultural diversity
and for many of our partners, it
essentially contributes to securing
their livelihoods.
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fair fashion and natural cosmetics lines. The strong increase in administrative expenses is primarily
due to the write-off of a substantial loss on receivables. Depreciation went down because of reduced
new investments. Interest developed favourably because of lower interest rates.
In the reporting period, EZA employed 67 staff (at headquarters and in EZA’s three worldshops): 45
women and 22 men. In terms of fulltime employees, this corresponds to an annual average of 54.9
FTEs.

Annual statement as at 30 June 2010
Figures refer to euros

08/09

09/10

Comparison.

16 187

8 907

-45%

2 759 762

2 562 407

-7%

36 575

36 575

0%

FIXED ASSETS

2 812 524

2 607 889

-7%

Inventories

4 462 559

5 279 740

18%

Accounts receivable and other assets

1 370 935

1 273 901

-7%

238 062

198 901

-16%

6 071 556

6 752.542

11%

77 196

67 383

-13%

8 961 276

9 427 814

5%

Share capital

378 000

378 000

0%

Revenue reserve

123 628

123 628

0%

Cumulative net income/loss

1 069 083

1 083 532

1%

CAPITAL STOCK

1 570 711

1 585 160

1%

527 417

541 134

3%

Due to banks

3 057 718

2 703 602

-12%

Intangible assets
Tangible assets
Financial assets

Cash on hand & cash in banks
CURRENT ASSETS
Prepayments and accrued income
ASSETS

Accrued liabilities
Due to small lenders

2 272 845

2 876 258

27%

Other liabilities

1 528 907

1 721 065

13%

LIABILITIES

6 859 470

7 300 925

6%

3 678

595

-84%

8 961 276

9 427 814

5%

Comparison.

Deferred income
LIABILITIES

Income statement
Figures refer to euros

08/09

09/10

13 667 757

13 952 264

2.1%

119 218

192 114

61.1%

Sales input

8 425 536

8 529 178

1.2%

INCOME

5 361 439

5 615 200

4.7%

Personnel expenses

2 397 132

2 546 330

6.2%

187 460

186 686

-0.4%

Sales revenues
Other operating income

Rental
Selling expenses

1 353 523

1 423 176

5.1%

Administrative expenses

901 180

1 030 166

14.3%

Depreciation

281 374

273 999

-2.6%

Interest

207 575

135 617

-34.7%
242.2%

Corporate income tax
EXPENSES
NET INCOME / LOSS

1 396

4 777

5 329 640

5 600 751

5.1%

31.799

14.449

-54.6%
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Our annual statement
makes figures
tangible.

«

Fair Trade is a movement that stands against the
history of exploitation, greed and avarice

and strives to undo the historical
wrong of exploitation

that only enriches the more advantaged people
and impoverishes the marginalised.
John Agana, Yuri Enga, Ghana
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